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✓ Fundamental studies have been carried out in order to optimize the parameters needed to ensure efficiently CV heath monitoring, 

✓  A prototype (TRL ~6/7) has been subjected to a thousand of fatigue cycles.  

✓ Acoustic emission, ultrasonic guided waves and Electromechanical impedance measurements have been performed, and results are 

compared to those obtained before cycling.  Sensors still in good state and not impacted by fatigue cycling.  
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Summary This poster concerns the health monitoring of composite vessels (CV). These CPs can be used for storage of 

various gases either at high pressure or liquefied. The higher the pressure and/or the volume, the large the CV 

wall-thickness is. This means that investigations are needed to optimize the parameters that should be selected 

to ensure the monitoring CPs. In this poster, the main theoretical findings obtained to help optimizing the 

parameters. A short presentation of one among the developed prototypes, and its validation is given.  

• Motivation: Human safety, ecology (CO2 emission reduction), economy (renewable 

energies)  

• Innovation : Set of techniques  (Acoustic emission + ultrasonic guided waves  

Electromechanical impedance)  

• Problems to overcome: * complex structures (multilayer, hybrid, anisotropy, heterogeneity, 

absorbing material, high thickness),  * limited accessibility, * industrial cost, *  

redundancy,  *sensor durability, * sensor embedding impact of CV life cycle , etc. 
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